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Dear Parents 

Please read the separate letter about the arrangements for testing and the 

start of term.  

 

Huge congratulations to Clio 

Show Racism the Red Card celebrates its 25th anniversary this year. The charity works in schools 

and other educational settings throughout the UK to offer a whole range of educational training, 

workshops, resources and activities, all designed to 

educate young people and adults about the causes and 

the consequences of racism. We are exceptionally 

proud of one of our Sixth Form students, Clio who has 

won the national competition with her entry in the   

multimedia category over 23,000 entries 

Mike Freer (MP) came into school today to present her 

with an award and an England football shirt. He stated 

that he was so impressed with her ability to talk to 

camera, in such a natural way.  

Alongside, we are also incredibly proud of Bella (Y7) for her mature reflections when being           

interviewed by the BBC- Please read the Spotlight contained within this newsletter, where you can 

view her interview.  

 

End of Term Activities 

A huge well done to the cast of Alice in 

Wonderland who performed their play on 

Wednesday evening, to a reduced          

audience to allow for social distancing. 

Despite numerous challenges over the 

past few months, staff and students 

worked incredibly hard to overcome each 

challenge. The end result, was enjoyed by 

all.  

Students in each year group have also had 

the opportunity to take part in a range of 

activities this week, to mark the end of the academic year. Year 7 and 8 have had some very         

interesting workshops on Drumming, Capoeira and Beatboxing.  



THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK 

Changes from Monday 19th July  

Schools have now received government guidance as the 

country moves to Step 4 of the roadmap from Monday 19th 

July with implications for our operations from September 

2021. We will be continuing with all our existing routines  

until the end of term. Although face masks are no longer 

compulsory, due to rising case numbers we are strongly   

encouraging all students and staff to wear a face mask in  

corridors and communal areas until the 21st July. Students 

will continue to need a face mask for public transport. 

I will communicate next week, the key changes for the new 

school year and will provide details of our start of term  arrangements, in light of the expectation that schools carry out 

on-site asymptomatic testing as students return from the summer holidays.  

I can confirm that from Step 4 (Monday 19th July), schools will not be required to do contact tracing and close contacts 

will be identified via NHS Test and Trace. NHS Test and Trace will therefore work with the positive case to identify close 

contacts (See attached email.) 

Administering contact tracing in schools has placed a significant burden on schools and we have done this with care 

whilst understanding how upsetting and frustrating it has been at times for our children and families. I have               

appreciated your support, co-operation and understanding when such calls have had to be made.  

I would like to remind you to keep your child off school, if they have any of the main symptoms of coronavirus and to 

obtain a PCR Test. Thank you for continuing to inform the school of any positive test results (LFD or PCR).  

As cases are increasing in our school, other local schools and nationally, it is a good reminder to us all of the                

importance of doing everything we can to reduce the risks of the virus being transmitted.  This includes: 

 Ensuring good hand and respiratory hygiene  

 Maintaining social distancing  

 Enhanced cleaning   

 Keeping occupied spaces in home and at school well ventilated  

 Staying at home and getting tested if you are unwell with symptoms of coronavirus 

 
Ann Marie Mulkerins Headteacher 



 

Spotlight on…Compton Students Showing Racism the Red Card 

Two of our fabulous students have been recognised nationally this week for taking a stand 

against racism – both inside and outside of sport. In a week filled with headlines about           

abhorrent racist abuse to players following the England defeat in the Euros 2021, we are proud 

of our students for speaking out and, as a school, we will continue to promote equality, diversity 

and ‘excellence for all’ across the curriculum next academic year. 

 

 

Clio, Year 12: Group Winner of the multimedia category  

‘Show Racism the Rad Card’ Competition 

Earlier this academic year, students from across the school had the opportunity to enter one of the largest equalities art 

competitions in the country. Beating over 23,000 entries, Clio’s spoken word video impressed the judges: you can watch 

her eloquent entry ‘The Journey’ here: https://twitter.com/SRTRC_England/status/1412126058867040264?s=20 

Clio’s fantastic accomplishments will be recognised in two ceremonies this week, with special guests including Mike Freer, 

MP for Finchley and Golders Green, and representatives from the organisation Show Racism the Red Card visiting the 

school to award Clio her prizes.  

We caught up with Clio ahead of the celebrations – you can 

read her interview below: 

Congratulations! You are a group winner in the national 

competition, beating over 23,000 entries – how does it 

feel? 

It feels great to know that I’ve been acknowledged and also 

really overwhelming because of the amazing talent that I 

was up against in the competition. I also feel really happy 

knowing that I’ve been heard and issues might now be     

addressed. I’ve been really supported too – by my teachers, the organisation – even people outside of the organisation and 

other young people - it has been amazing. 

Talk to me about your spoken word entry – how did you create it?  

I called it ‘The Journey’ – I wanted to show that despite the fact that we’ve come a long way in terms of racial equality it 

doesn’t mean that we’ve reached our destination yet and we still have a long way to go. I wanted to portray some of the 

misunderstandings from those both within and outside of the black community and I wanted the challenge the concept 

that black people are seen as less in some way – I feel that this is a belief held by many, even within the black community 

This piece was sparked from my own experiences and some of the ongoing conversations surrounding critical race theory in 

the media which I feel are currently still greatly misunderstood. I wanted to emphasise that the idea that is sometimes   

enforced within the black community: that we are seen as less and therefore have to work harder – I don’t think that’s 

right. 

Why is your message so important now? What should we be doing about this issue, as a society? 

Racism is still prevalent and these misunderstandings – although sometimes veiled as something else – cause some people 

to become numb to the issue in the sense that a lot of people have lost hope that things can change and are accepting of 

the fact that they think they have to work harder. Many black people feel that they are not compatible with some            

industries, spaces or even professions and I think this has been reinforced by lots of the misunderstandings, critical race 

theory and the subsequent lack of hope felt by black communities. 

https://twitter.com/SRTRC_England/status/1412126058867040264?s=20


At the end of my spoken word, I am acknowledging how necessary it is to face these issues head on; I appreciate that 

there isn’t a magic wand that can fix these things however all communities need to acknowledge the issues surrounding 

inequality and be active in solving them and not accept them. It’s down to everyone, not just those who are labelled as 

‘privileged.’ 

Have you created any other spoken word pieces before? Are you planning any future pieces? 

I love Drama, theatre and acting so it’s definitely always been an interest of mine; this is something I want to develop in 

the future. I am really interested in social studies and see myself in a career which involves some kind of public speaking – 

like journalism – in the future 

What would your advice be to young people who want to make a difference? 

To be intentional in whatever the matter is and ensure that your message does not, sometimes unintentionally, create 

more division. You need to recognise that we are the future, even though we are young, and we are all an important part 

of the ‘journey’ and key assets to the society that we live in now. Lastly, you need to invest time into educating yourself and those 

around you. 

Bella, Year 7: Interviewed by the 

BBC at  

Wembley Stadium 

We also caught up with Bella who was          

interviewed on the BBC after attending the 

Euros 2021 final last week; she spoke            

eloquently and passionately about racism in 

sport and her aspirations for a career in      

football in the future. You can watch some of 

her many television appearances here: 

BBC Breakfast Twitter  

https://twitter.com/BBCBreakfast/

status/1414491964666531840?s=20 

BBC Breakfast with Sally Nugent - Mon 12th 

July 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CRRs9r5KQx0/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link 

BBC News Channel with Annita McVeigh  - Mon 12th July 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CRRQHPXqXHk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link 

You landed yourself a dream ticket last week – you got to watch the Euros 2021 final! Can you tell us what that was 

like? 

It was actually really exciting because I had only been to one other tournament before and that was the Women’s World 

Cup in 2019 which was much smaller. There was much more singing and the crowd was much louder this time; the         

atmosphere was thrilling and I felt lucky to be there experiencing history in the making. 

What do you think about the team and players this year? 

I think that they are the best players that we have ever had. They are really diverse – from a range of different               

backgrounds – and this means that they have different skills to offer and ways of playing the game. I also like that they are 

really supportive of each other – for example, Saka, when he missed the penalty was supported immediately – everyone 

ran up to him as soon as he missed it to comfort him. In the past, players have been really arrogant and full of themselves 

https://twitter.com/BBCBreakfast/status/1414491964666531840?s=20
https://twitter.com/BBCBreakfast/status/1414491964666531840?s=20
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CRRs9r5KQx0/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CRRQHPXqXHk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


Staying Safe Rules! 
 

We have had a couple in incidents recently of children being approached by strangers on their way to and from 
school.  Please take this opportunity to remind your children, particularly your lone travellers, of the ‘staying 
safe rules’ when walking home. 
  
9 ways to be safe while walking to school: 

1.            Look both ways and use zebra crossings.  
2.            Never assume drivers can see you. Be alert and make eye contact with the driver. 
3.            Look left, right and left again before crossing the street. 
4.            Eyes up, phones down. 
5.            Walk in a group. 
6.            Walk on pavements or paths. 
7.            Cross with an adult. 
8.            Be a good role model. 
9.            Be visible. 
10.          GO STRAIGHT HOME 
  
Stranger danger 
•             Never stop to talk to anyone on the way to school or going home from school. 
•             Ignore any drivers who might slow down to speak to you. 
•             Never accept a ride from anyone that is not expected to take you home. 
•             Always tell a trusted adult if something has happened that upsets you or  
               makes you feel uncomfortable. 
  

– they never worked together which is why they never achieved anything; I feel this year’s team are really positive role   

models for everyone both on the pitch and off the pitch, in particular when they took the knee as a stand against racism. 

You were in the news this week with your Dad! Can you tell us a bit more about this? How have you used this platform 

to spread a positive message? 

I’ve been on the news a few times with my Dad because he’s a well

-known England fan who has his own podcast where he also shares 

his thoughts about my team, Brentford FC. This week, we were 

interviewed at Wembley by the BBC because we were at the 

match. 

When you’re on the news, millions of people are watching and 

listening to you; this gives you a chance to say what you think and 

feel and you might be able to make a difference. I took this        

opportunity to say that your race does not influence or change the 

way you take a penalty. I felt disgusted at the abuse the young 

black players received just because they missed a penalty and 

wanted to take a stand to share this. I am mixed race and my Dad is black and has experienced a lot of terrible things. I 

don’t want anyone else to ever feel that way. 

You play football yourself, don’t you? Who do you play for? Is football something you see yourself looking into in the 

future?  

I play football for two teams: one is Barnet Nightingales and the other is Millfield Lionesses. In the future I would love a 

career in football being either a coach, a manager or even a player myself. Raheem Sterling is my hero because, not only 

has he overcome hatred around his race, he has carried on and become an excellent player and one of England’s best.  



Why Self-Care Is Vital To Our Mental Wellbeing 

 
We're all familiar with the drill: life is okay until that 'something' happens... work becomes overwhelming, a 
family member falls ill, we fall out with someone or we just have lots on and life suddenly feels too much. 
We then have a realisation and tell ourselves, we can't do it all; something will have to go. But what? 
Usually the first thing we drop is something inessential, something that won't entail letting others down:     
doing exercise, going to the cinema, taking a lunch break, seeing a friend, listening to music, cooking        
something new, reading a book. Consequently, the very things we enjoy, that nourish us, that make us feel 
alive, drop off our agenda. 
By the end of the week we are a little more tired and jaded, and our mood dips too. Why? Well, we've chosen 
not to do the things that fulfil us and make us feel resourced. We're left juggling life's essentials as we        
perceive them - chores, work and family commitments. 
What's more, this pattern is self-perpetuating. As time goes on, something else we enjoy, some more 'time 
for you' goes the next week. In a bid to not to let others down (for fear of feeling guilty and that's unpleasant) 
we become more depleted, stressed and something else has to go… 
Sound familiar? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here are some tips that can help us take care of ourselves: 

 Take regular lunch breaks whether you work from home or in the workplace. 

 Accept that to-do lists are by nature endless; there will always be more work than time.  

 Create technology free times/days in the week or month.  Have a screen-free Sunday. A lovely day to 
take time out. 

 Take time for things you enjoy: swimming, yoga, music, being in nature, cycling, painting, baking bread, 
cooking, gardening… 

 Drink lots of water and eat well. 

 Cycle or walk more - physical exercise brings balance to the mind and body. It can help prepare for the 
day ahead or wind down from the day that's been. 

 Have a friend or colleague you trust and can talk to and share your feelings with. 

 Spend 10-20 minutes every day keeping a journal - what went well in your day, what you would have 
liked to change. Daily journaling brings about self-support, self-awareness and self-care.  

 



Students 
‘Excellence for All’ 

Science Club News 

Last Thursday in Science Club, future engineers experienced the thought 

process of being a mechanical engineer. Students learnt how to build a    

simple electric motor and study how simple changes affect the motor’s      

rotation. 



Careers Project 
Y7 and Y8 students were introduced to the careers project to learn about the remarkable careers in Science and 
try some out! The project aimed to develop investigation skills as required in the KS4 core practical’s included at 
GCSE. Here, students experience being civil engineers by designing and testing bridges and competing against 
each other to see which group can build the strongest bridge.  
Students then experienced being chemical engineers by                
investigating recipes for bouncy balls. Students took a chemical   
process to make bouncy balls and adjusted the quantities to make 
the bouncy balls better. Students also completed a job profile page 
in each  lesson by using the national careers service website. 

 







  
 KEYDATES                                                  

Jul   

21:  Last Day of School 

22:   Inset Day 

Aug   

10:  A level Results Day 

12:  GCSE Results Day 

23-27:  Y6 Transition Summer School 

Sep   

1-3:  Inset Days  

6:  Return to School 

 

 

PE News 
Another week of successful sports        
afternoon with Year 12, Year 9 and Year 
7. Year 7 and 9 had a traditional athletics  
focused sports day with 60m, 100m, 
200m, 500m and 4x50m relay races and 
a tug of war competition.  Year 12's had 
a different sports afternoon as this gave 
them the opportunity to play sports       
together such as football, netball and 
dodgeball as they do not get the chance 
within school time. 
Well done to 9M who came first with 156 points, 9S with 152 points coming second and in third place was 
9T with 134 points 
 
Although England sadly lost the final, 2nd place is an amazing achievement and the whole team worked so 
hard and played well with the first goal scored in the first two minutes. There has been such a shift and 
growth in the England squad compared to previously so these are the positive things we need to focus on.  
 
WE ARE IN TOKYO! After a long term of working together as a school to walk, run, jog or skip from The 
Compton School to the Tokyo Olympic Stadium we finally have made it. Thank you and well done to all staff 
and students who took part in the 'Road to Tokyo' challenge and helped to raise money for some amazing 
charities.  
 


